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ABSTRACT
Recent developments in user evaluation of recommender systems
have brought forth powerful new tools for understanding what makes
recommendations effective and useful. We apply these methods to
understand how users evaluate recommendation lists for the purpose
of selecting an algorithm for finding movies. This paper reports on
an experiment in which we asked users to compare lists produced by
three common collaborative filtering algorithms on the dimensions
of novelty, diversity, accuracy, satisfaction, and degree of personal-
ization, and to select a recommender that they would like to use in
the future. We find that satisfaction is negatively dependent on nov-
elty and positively dependent on diversity in this setting, and that
satisfaction predicts the user’s final selection. We also compare
users’ subjective perceptions of recommendation properties with
objective measures of those same characteristics. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first study that applies modern survey design and
analysis techniques to a within-subjects, direct comparison study of
recommender algorithms.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [User/machine systems]: Human factors; H.3.3 [Information
storage and retrieval]: Retrieval models

Keywords
recommender systems; user study

1. INTRODUCTION
The ability of a recommender system to meet the needs of its

users depends on many aspects of the recommender’s behavior, the
application domain, and the user’s information needs. We want
to understand the relevant properties of each of these entities (rec-
ommenders, domains, and needs) and how they interact to form a
compelling recommendation experience in a robust and systematic
fashion. This leads to a key question: how do users perceive the
outputs from various recommender algorithms to be different, and
how those differences affect their choice of algorithm?

The research community has long known that there are subjective
differences in the output of recommender algorithms, even among
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algorithms with comparable accuracy [21, 12]. To map out some of
those differences in the movie recommendation domain, we present
a user study aimed at understanding the subjective differences users
perceive between different collaborative filtering algorithms and how
those differences affect their choice of recommender system.

We are taking advantage of a unique opportunity: we have a
large base of experienced recommender system users (the Movie-
Lens user community) and a software toolkit capable of supporting
a wide array of recommender algorithms (LensKit [5]). Further, we
are preparing the general release of a new version of the MovieLens
platform, providing an opportunity to conduct an experiment in a
context where the question of user preference among recommender
algorithms has real meaning. Finally, new insights from user evalu-
ation studies allow us to measure the subjective aspects that explain
why particular recommender algorithms are preferred [11].

This paper is one installment in a series of work on understand-
ing how recommenders can best meet users’ information needs. It
builds on extensive work on offline recommender evaluation and
previous results identifying factors that influence user preference
among recommendations and recommendation lists, such as diver-
sity and novelty. Follow-up work will need to examine a greater
range of algorithms, contexts of use, and properties that mediate a
recommender’s ability to satisfy its users needs. Critically, it will
also need to look at users’ long-term satisfaction with their recom-
mender choices.

In the present work we seek to answer the following questions:

RQ1 How are users’ overall preferences for recommendation lists
predicted by the subjective properties of those lists?

RQ2 What differences do users perceive between the lists of rec-
ommendations produced by commonly-used collaborative fil-
tering algorithms?

RQ3 How do objective algorithm performance metrics relate to
users’ subjective perception of recommender outputs?

To that end, we present the results of a user study we conducted
users of the MovieLens recommender system, asking them to com-
pare recommendation lists produced by popular recommender algo-
rithms. We specifically explore item-item, user-user, and SVD al-
gorithms, looking at user perceptions of accuracy, personalization,
diversity, novelty, and overall satisfaction. Each user provided a
first-impression preference between a pair of algorithms, subjective
comparisons of the algorithms’ output on our dimensions of inter-
est, and selected an algorithm for future use. We build a model that
predicts both the user’s initial preference and their final choice of
algorithm the subjective perceptions and objective measures of the
recommender algorithms and their output.



While this experiment focuses on one recommendation domain
that is admittedly well-studied, it uncovers subjective characteristics
of recommender behavior that explain users’ selections in a manner
that provides a good basis for generalization, replication, and further
validation. We report specific relationships that can be tested for
validity in additional contexts, providing much greater insight into
what aspects of algorithm suitability for movie recommendation are
task-specific and what are more general behaviors.

In addition to answering our immediate questions, the data col-
lected in this survey should be a useful ground truth for calibrating
new offline measures of recommender behavior to more accurately
estimate how algorithms will be experienced by their users.

2. RELATED WORK
Many researchers have acknowledged the role of factors beyond

accuracy — either predictive or retrieval accuracy — in evaluating
recommender systems [13]. This has resulted in the development of
offline evaluation protocols that incorporate metrics beyond accu-
racy [8, 20], user-based research on recommender perception [11,
16], and a number of workshops and tutorials on recommender sys-
tem evaluation. Industrial applications often evaluate recommender
approaches by measuring lift, click-through rates, and other observ-
able user behaviors that affect the core business goals the recom-
mender is intended to serve; these behaviors arise from the holistic
impact of the recommender on the user’s actions.

User studies are widely used to evaluate the usefulness of particu-
lar recommender applications [4] and to answer scientific questions
about user interaction with recommender systems [1]. The design
and execution of user studies has improved over time; historically,
many studies involved relatively simple user questionaires (a prac-
tice that continues today), but recent years have seen increasing de-
velopment and use of more sophisticated study designs and analysis
techniques [11].

One such technique, structural equation modeling [10, 11], is a
powerful tool for investigating the perceived factors that influence
user satisfaction and choices. It allows us to not only measure what
algorithms or items the user ultimately prefers, but also assess how
specific aspects of the recommendations (such as novelty and diver-
sity) influence their preferences and behavior. A user may prefer
algorithm A over B because it is diverse and therefore more appro-
priate to meeting their needs, and SEM allows us to quantify and
test these kinds of relationships.

The particular factors that we consider are motivated by a long
line of work in human-recommender interaction and recommender
user experience [14, 11, 16]. Novelty [25, 22] and diversity [27, 22,
26, 24] are both widely regarded as an important factor in recom-
mender system perception and acceptance.

3. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
To assess the differences among various algorithms for recom-

mending movies with explicit user ratings, we conducted an exper-
iment in which users reviewed two lists of recommendations and
took a survey comparing them. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the
experimental interface.

3.1 Users and Context
We conducted our experiment on users of MovieLens, a movie

recommendation service. The survey was integrated into a beta
launch of a new version of MovieLens; we invited active users to
preview the beta with an on-site banner and required them to partic-
ipate in the experiment prior to using MovieLens Beta. 1052 users
attempted the survey, of which 582 completed it. Since we limited

recruiting to active users, all users had at least 15 ratings (the me-
dian rating count was 473).

3.2 Algorithms
For this experiment, we tested three widely-used collaborative fil-

tering algorithms as implemented in LensKit version 2.1-M2 [5].
To tune the algorithm parameters, we used the item-item CF con-
figuration in the MovieLens production environment and values re-
ported in the published literature [5, 6] as a starting point and refined
the configurations with 5-fold cross-validation over the MovieLens
database (using RMSE and prediction nDCG as our metrics to opti-
mize) and manual inspection of recommender output. This resulted
in the following algorithm configurations:

• Item-item CF [19] with 20 neighbors, model size of 4000,
cosine similarity, item mean centering, neighbor threshold of
0.1, and requiring 2 neighbors to make a prediction.

• User-user CF [7] with 30 neighbors, cosine vector similarity
between users, and normalizing user ratings by subtracting
the personalized user-item mean, a neighbor threshold of 0.1,
and requiring 2 neighbors to make a prediction; we addition-
ally applied a small Bayesian damping of 5 to the user and
item means for normalization.

• SVD with the FunkSVD [6, 15] training algorithm, using
50 features, 125 training epochs per feature, user-item mean
baseline with damping of 5, and the LensKit default learning
rate of 0.001 and regularization factor of 0.015.

For each user, we randomly selected two of the algorithms. For
each algorithm, we computed a recommendation list containing the
10 movies with the highest predicted rating among those the user
had not rated, sorted by predicted rating. We presented these lists as
‘List A’ and ‘List B’ (the ordering of algorithms was randomized).

In internal pre-testing, the user-user and SVD algorithms often
recommended very obscure movies. This created a significant risk
that users would be entirely unfamiliar with the recommendations
of these algorithms. While we want to measure novelty, users are
limited in their ability to judge completely unfamiliar lists. To test
the algorithms in something close to their pure form, while increas-
ing the likelihood that users would have at least heard of some of
the movies and therefore be able to provide meaningful feedback,
we limited each algorithm to recommending from the 2500 most-
rated movies in MovieLens (about 10% of MovieLens’s entire col-
lection). This adjustment may limit effect sizes (e.g. decreasing
perceived novelty of an algorithm’s recommendations), but should
allow each algorithm to still demonstrate its general behaviors rela-
tive to the others.

Not all algorithms could produce 10 recommendations for all
users. If a user could not receive 10 recommendations from each
algorithm, we exclude them from the analysis.

Most studies of recommender user experience employ a between-
subjects design in which the users only see one condition (i.e. one
algorithm at the time). Such between-subject designs are more real-
istic of real world experiences. However, in our present experiment
we are primarily interested in detecting differences between algo-
rithms, some of which may be quite subtle. If users evaluated each
algorithm’s output separately, their experience with that algorithm
would not be related to another; this is problematic as evaluation is
a naturally relative activity: absolute judgments are much more dif-
ficult than relative judgments and less sensitive to small differences
[9]. Therefore we chose to evaluate these algorithms with a simulta-
neous within-subjects design in which our participants jointly eval-
uate two out of three algorithms side-by-side.



Figure 1: Screen shot of the experiment interface. Clicking on a movie in the list opens a pop-over with additional movie details.

3.3 Showing Predictions
Algorithms will not necessarily generate scores on the same por-

tions of the rating scale. For example, one algorithm may tend to
predict 4.5–5 stars, while another algorithm may be more conserva-
tive and predict 3.5–4.5 stars. While we want users to evaluate the
recommendation lists, not the predictions, this could have a con-
founding affect if the predicted rating affects the user’s perception
of the movie lists. To control for this, we assigned each user ran-
domly to one of the following prediction conditions:

• Show no predictions (just the list of recommended movies).

• Show a standard, unadjusted prediction.

• Show a normalized prediction. In this condition, we predicted
the first 3 movies at 5 stars, the next 4 at 4.5, and the last 3 at
4 stars.

If predicted ratings do not affect the user’s perception of the rec-
ommendation lists, then there should be no difference in response
between these conditions and we can average across them in the
final analysis.

3.4 User Survey
Our survey consists of four parts. The first question, visible in

fig. 1, asks users which list of recommendations they prefer, based
on their initial impression. 5 options are available, with the ex-
tremes labeled ‘Much more A than B’ and ‘Much more B than A’.

Following initial preference are 22 questions about various as-
pects of the lists, designed to measure the user’s perception of the
recommendation lists across five factors:

Acc Accuracy — the recommender’s ability to find ‘good’ movies.
Sat Satisfaction — the user’s overall satisfaction with the recom-

mender and their perception of its usefulness.
Und Perceived personalization (‘Understands Me’) — the user’s

perception that the recommender understands their tastes and
can effectively adapt to them.

Nov Novelty — the propensity of the recommender to suggest items
with which the user is unfamiliar.

Div Diversity — the diversity of the recommended items.

For this portion of the survey, we started with questions that have
worked well in previous experiments [11], adapted them to be com-
parative instead of absolute, and wrote a small number of new ques-
tions. The full list of questions is in table 1a.

After the main body of questions, we ask users which algorithm
they would like to use by default once MovieLens gains the ability
to support multiple recommender algorithms in parallel (a feature
we are planning to develop in the coming months). This question
is forced-choice, requiring users to pick one of the two algorithms.
It also carries some consequence for users: while they will be able
to switch algorithms in their user settings page without much diffi-
culty, the algorithm they select will be providing their default rec-
ommendations in the future.



3.5 Objective Metrics
In addition to soliciting users’ subjective perceptions of the rec-

ommendations, we computed objective measures of the algorithms’
behavior with respect to accuracy, novelty, and diversity.

We estimate the accuracy of each algorithm by computing the
RMSE of using it to predict each user’s last 5 ratings prior to taking
the survey, averaging the errors per user. To estimate novelty, we
take the simple approach of computing the mean popularity rank
of the items recommended to the user (fig. 3b); this creates an ‘ob-
scurity’ metric, where high values correspond to lists with more
obscure items.

We compute diversity with intra-list similarity [27] using cosine
between tag genome vectors [23] as the itemwise similarity function
and normalizing the final metric so that a list of completely similar
items has a score of 1; we exclude items for which tag genome data
is not available (no list required us to exclude more than 2 items);
fig. 3c shows these values.

To convert the metrics into comparative measures, we take the
log ratio of the objective metric values for the two recommendation
lists presented to a user1. This produces a single value for a pair of
algorithms or recommendation lists that we can attempt to correlate
with the users’ subjective comparative judgements.

4. RESULTS
582 users completed the study over 81 days. Table 2 shows how

many participated in each algorithm condition, along with their fi-
nal choice of algorithm. Users generally selected both item-item
and SVD over user-user (𝑝 < 0.0001), but there was no statistically
significant difference in the proportion of users choosing between
item-item vs. SVD. Table 1b summarizes the responses to each of
our questions by algorithm condition, and fig. 3 shows the objective
measures of each algorithm’s output.

We observed no significant effect of either the ordering of algo-
rithms or of the prediction condition2, so we exclude those from the
remainder of the analysis.

4.1 Response Model
To answer our more detailed research questions about the fac-

tors at play in users’ choice of algorithms, we subjected the survey
results to confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structure equa-
tion modeling (SEM). We used Lavaan [18] for R [17] to compute
the CFA and SEM, treating all question responses as ordinal vari-
ables. Each question is mapped to the factor it was designed to
target. Table 1c shows the question/factor loadings from both the
initial CFA and a simplified SEM derived from it3. In the full CFA,
there are several questions that have very low explanatory power
(such as ‘which recommender more represents mainstream tastes?’
with 𝑅2 = 0.006); in addition, the Accuracy, Satisfaction, and Un-
derstands Me factors are very highly correlated (corellation coeffi-
cents in excess of 0.9), so we cannot legitimately consider them to be
measuring different constructs in this experiment. We simplify the
model by removing the Accuracy and Understands Me factors (we
retain Satisfaction because it has the highest explanatory power, as

1We also experimented with computing raw differences, but gener-
ally found the log ratio to be a better predictor.
2 There are at least 3 possible causes of this non-effect: recom-
menders all predicted in the same range, prediction had no effect on
perception, or our questions successfully guided users to evaluate
the lists independent of prediction. In any case, it did not confound
our results.
3Full Lavaan output for the SEM is included in the thesis form of
this work [3].

measured by the Average Variance Extracted, and all 5 of its ques-
tions load strongly), and removing poorly-loading questions from
Novelty. We then expand the simplified CFA into an SEM, which
we call the Overall SEM, by adding structural relationships between
factors, regressing them against the experimental conditions and ob-
jective metrics, and regressing the user’s first impression and final
selection against the experimental factors.

Figure 2 and table 1c show the structure and question/factor load-
ings in this overall model. The overall SEM has good fit (𝜒2

139 =
229.5, 𝑝 < 0.001, CFI = 0.999, TLI = 0.998, RMSEA = 0.033).
The model uses standardized factor scores, so a coefficient for the
effect on or of a factor measures the effect in standard deviations of
the factor. We use item-item vs. SVD as the baseline condition, en-
coding the item-item/user-user and SVD/user-user conditions with
dummy condition variables.

4.2 RQ1: Predicting Preference
To address RQ1, we consider the impact of the factors (Nov, Div,

and Sat) on the user’s first impression of the recommendation lists
and on their final choice of algorithm (see fig. 2). Most users who
preferred one algorithm over the other at their first impression picked
that algorithm in the final forced-choice question.

The only significant predictor (besides first impression) of the
user’s final choice of algorithm was their relative satisfaction with
the two recommendation lists. Users tended to pick the algorithm
with which they expressed more satisfaction.

Satisfaction in turn is influenced by the novelty (negatively) and
diversity (positively) of the recommended items. Novelty also has a
small positive impact on diversity, suggesting that there is an upside
to novelty (as it correlating with more diverse lists, which correlates
positively with satisfaction) but a strong downside (users don’t like
recommendation lists full of unfamiliar items).

In addition to its indirect effect through satisfaction, novelty had
an additional negative influence on the user’s first-impression pref-
erence. This means that novelty has a strong initial impact on user
preference. However, after the user has made their first judgement,
answered the more in-depth questions, and finally selected an algo-
rithm, the direct impact of novelty went away and their final choice
depended primarily on satisfaction. Novelty is still a significant
negative influence, but it is mediated through satisfaction.

4.3 RQ2: Algorithm Performance
In RQ2, we want to understand how the algorithms themselves

compare on relative satisfaction, diversity, novelty, and user prefer-
ence as exhibited in their choice of algorithm. Table 2 summarizes
the final choice performance of the three algorithms: as measured
by users picking an algorithm for use, user-user clearly loses, and
item-item and SVD are effectively tied.

Table 1b provides some insight into users’ perception of the rel-
ative charateristics of the algorithms. Across most questions, item-
item and SVD are indistinguishable (user responses are symmet-
rically distributed about the neutral response). Item-item shows
slightly more diversity than SVD. The other algorithm pairings show
more differences across the board, with the exception of item-item
and user-user being indistinguishable on diversity.

Our overall SEM (fig. 2) and related factor analysis incorporate
the experimental condition, but its impact is difficult to interpret
due to the comparative nature of the experiment. To better under-
stand each pair of algorithm’s relative performance, we reinterpret
our experiment as three pseudo-experiments. Each of these pseudo-
experiments uses one of the algorithms as a baseline and compares
the other two algorithms on their performance and behavior relative
to the baseline in a between-subjects design; the experimental treat-



Factor / Question (W. l. = ‘Which list’, W. r. = ‘Which recommender’) II v. SVD II v. UU SVD v. UU Full CFA SEM
Coef. 𝑅2 Coef.

First Impression . . .

Accuracy 0.61
W. l. has more movies that you find appealing? . . . 0.911 0.85
W. l. has more movies that might be among the best movies you see in the next year? . . . 0.786 0.64
W. l. has more obviously bad movie recommendations for you? . . . −0.751 0.59
W. r. does a better job of putting better movies at the top? . . . 0.572 0.35

Diversity 0.64
W. l. has more movies that are similar to each other? . . . −0.772 0.61 −0.748
W. l. has amore varied selection of movies? . . . 0.772 0.61 0.743
W. l. has movies that match a wider variety of moods? . . . 0.838 0.71 0.806
W. l. would suit a broader set of tastes? . . . 0.793 0.64 0.768

Understands Me 0.63
W. r. better understands your taste in movies? . . . 0.933 0.88
W. r. would you trust more to provide you with recommendations? . . . 0.943 0.90
W. r. seems more personalized to your movie ratings? . . . 0.842 0.73
W. r. more represents mainstream tastes instead of your own? . . . −0.072 0.01

Satisfaction 0.82
W. r. would better help you find movies to watch? . . . 0.923 0.86 0.737
W. r. would you be more likely to recommend to your friends? . . . 0.846 0.73 0.678
W. l. of recommendations do you find more valuable? . . . 0.884 0.79 0.717
W. r. would you rather have as an app on your mobile phone? . . . 0.921 0.86 0.736
W. r. would better help to pick satisfactory movies? . . . 0.928 0.87 0.745

Novelty 0.43
W. l. has more movies you do not expect? . . . −0.770 0.64 0.750
W. l. has more movies that are familiar to you? . . . 0.784 0.66 −0.762
W. l. has more pleasantly surprising movies? . . . 0.454 0.24
W. l. has more movies you would not have thought to consider? . . . −0.704 0.54 0.707
W. l. provides fewer new suggestions? . . . 0.258 0.08

(a) Questions
(b) Response distributions. Dark
entries have significant bias (un-
corrected Wilcox test, 𝑝 < 0.01)

(c) CFA & SEM fac-
tor loadings.

Table 1: Overview of survey results. All SEM factor loadings are significant (𝑝 < 0.01); factor 𝑅2 is AVE.

Condition (𝐴 v. 𝐵) 𝑁 Pick 𝐴 Pick 𝐵 % Pick 𝐵 𝑝
I-I v. U-U 201 144 57 28.4% 0.000
I-I v. SVD 198 101 97 49.0% 0.831
SVD v. U-U 183 136 47 25.7% 0.000

Table 2: Final algorithm selection by condition. 𝑝-values are for
two-sided proportion tests, 𝐻0 ∶ 𝑎/𝑏 = 0.5.

ment is the choice of algorithm to compare against the baseline. We
will refer to this algorithm as the tested algorithm.

Randomization ensures that the behavior characteristics of the
baseline algorithm are likely to be evenly distributed between the
two sets of users encountering that algorithm, so we can (with some
limitations) interpret relative measurements of one algorithm’s com-
parison with the baseline as absolute measurements of that algo-
rithm’s behavior for the purposes of comparing with measurements
of another algorithm against the same baseline.

Table 3 shows the pseudo-experiments, their conditions, and user’s
selections under this interpretation. The first pair of rows describes
one of the three pseudo-experiments. Examining all users assigned
to one of the two conditions involving item-item CF, we use item-
item as the baseline and ask how often users picked user-user or
SVD over the baseline. We can apply this interpretation to all ques-
tions and factors, not just selection. This allows us to make cleaner
inferences at the expense of some statistical power.

For each experiment, we re-analyzed the data using SEM and
basic regressions to predict the user’s relative preference and final

Baseline Tested % Tested > Baseline 𝑝

ItemItem SVD 48.99 0.0000UserUser 28.36

SVD ItemItem 51.01 0.0000UserUser 25.68

UserUser ItemItem 71.64 0.6353SVD 74.32

Table 3: Split experiment summary. 𝑝-values are testing the
null hypothesis that the user picked the tested algorithm over
the baseline the same proportion of the time.

choice. Each SEM reused the factor loadings from the overall SEM
but re-learned the relationships between factors, choice, and con-
dition. We also omitted the objective metrics from these SEMs in
order to focus on the subjective differences between the algorithms.
The model structure for each experiment is a simplification of fig. 2.

In addition to the condition, we also consider the number of rat-
ings in the user’s history prior to joining the experiment as a proxy
for their level of experience. It is possible for algorithms to perform
differently for different users, or for more experienced users to judge
recommendation lists differently. We computed the median number
of ratings for the users participating in the experiment and set a con-
dition variable indicating whether a particular had ‘many’ or ‘few’
ratings relative to the median.
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Figure 2: Overall SEM with bootstrapped standard errors. All displayed coefficients are significantly nonzero (𝑝 < 0.01). The baseline
condition is I-I v. SVD; positive values & coefficients favor the right-hand algorithm (SVD or U-U).
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Figure 3: Objective recommendation list properties.

4.3.1 SVD vs. User-User
Users perceived user-user’s recommendations to be more novel

than SVD’s (coef. 0.953, 𝑝 < 0.001). They also reported user-user
to be producing more diverse recommendation lists (coef. 0.312,
𝑝 < 0.001). The effect on novelty was substantially stronger; com-
bined with novelty’s strong negative influence on preference, im-
pression, and choice, users generally found SVD’s recommenda-
tions more satisfactory and desirable than user-users. The effect
of novelty on diversity was not present in this model; novelty only
affected satisfaction directly.

As explained above, these results are from comparative judge-
ments between the output of the tested algorithm (SVD or user-user)
and the baseline algorithm (item-item). However, due to random-
ization, we assume that there are no important differences in item-
item’s output between the users comparing it against SVD and those
comparing it against user-user. Therefore, we can reasonably make
inferences about the relative behavior of SVD and user-user. These

results are consistent with the raw survey response data for direct
comparisons between SVD and user-user (table 1b), providing fur-
ther support for their validity. They are also consistent with the
objective measures of obscurity and diversity (figs. 3b and 3c).

Users selected SVD significantly more often than user-user (ta-
ble 3), consistent with the results from users directly comparing
SVD and user-user (table 2).

4.3.2 Item-Item vs. User-User
We found no significant difference in diversity between item-item

and user-user CF; this is consistent with the raw results of direct
comparison of these two algorithms in table 1b.

User-user produced more novel recommendation lists than item-
item (coef. −1.563, 𝑝 < 0.001). This effect interacted with user
experience (rating count); for high-rating users, user-user’s recom-
mendations were not as novel as they were for low-rating users. This
moderating effect was small, however, and user-user was signifi-
cantly more novel than item-item even for high-rating users. There
was no significant difference in item-item’s novelty performance
between low- and high-rating users.

4.3.3 Item-Item vs. SVD
Item-item produced slightly more diverse recommendations than

SVD (coef. −0.26, 𝑝 < 0.001); this is consistent with the response
distributions in table 1b as well as the difference in intra-list similar-
ity (fig. 3c). However, diversity did not have a significant influence
on satisfaction in this pseudo-experiment: the only significant pre-
dictor of satisfaction was novelty.

The number of ratings the user had in their history prior to the
experiment had a significant effect on the algorithm: for high-rating
users, both algorithms were more novel than user-user. Since item-
item and SVD did not have significantly different perceived novelty,
this effect is reflecting user-user’s decreased novelty for high-rating
users. Whether there is an additional increase the novelty of item-
item and SVD for high-rating users, or just a decrease in user-user’s
novelty, is beyond this experiment’s capability to measure.

4.4 RQ3: Objective Metrics
To address RQ3, we consider in more detail the relationships be-

tween the objective metrics and subjective factors. Figure 3 shows
the distributions of all objective metrics we computed.

The raw distributions of novelty and diversity measurements are
consistent with the user survey results. User-user produces lists with
less popular (and therefore likely more novel) items than SVD or
item-item. SVD tends to produce somewhat less diverse recom-
mendation lists. All three algorithms had comparable retrospective



accuracy, with SVD having a slight edge. Popularity/obscurity was
the only objective metric that we found to significantly differ be-
tween conditions in the overall model.

Each objective metric was a statistically significant predictor of
its corresponding subjective factor (fig. 2) and no other factor. There-
fore, there is good correspondence between the subjective and ob-
jective measures of these three concepts, and the effect of the objec-
tive measures on final choice is completely mediated by their impact
on the subjective measures. All indirect effects of objective mea-
sures on final choice are significant.

This means that predictive accuracy, for example, does affect the
user’s final choice, but only through the increased satisfaction that
it produces. Further, the impact of novelty and diversity on satisfac-
tion means that after controlling for predictive accuracy, diversity
and novelty still have significant impacts on user satisfaction.

The direct effects of condition on novelty, in addition to the effect
mediated through objective obscurity, suggest that user-user is pro-
ducing lists that users perceive to be more novel beyond the sense
of novelty that our objective metric can capture.

5. DISCUSSION
We set out to measure user perception of various interesting prop-

erties of the output of different recommender systems in a widely-
studied domain. Our experiment uncovered mediation effects of
novelty, diversity, satisfaction on users’ choice of recommender al-
gorithms. In this section, we highlight some of the key findings.

5.1 Effect of Novelty
One of the most striking things we found is that the novelty of

recommended items has a signficiant negative impact on users’ per-
ception of a recommender’s ability to satisfactorially meet their in-
formation needs. This effect was particularly strong in its impact
on the user’s first impression of an algorithm, and was present even
though we restricted the depth of the long tail into which our algo-
rithms could reach.

This suggests that recommender system designers should care-
fully watch the novelty of their system’s recommendations, partic-
ularly for new users. Too many unfamiliar recommendations may
give users a poor impression of a particular recommender, poten-
tially driving them to use other systems instead. Increasing the nov-
elty of recommendations as the user gains more experience with the
system and has had more time to consider its ability to meet their
needs may provide benefit, but our results cannot confirm or deny
this. The users in our study are experienced with movie recommen-
dation in general and MovieLens in particular (the median user has
rated 473 movies), and their first impressions were still heavily in-
fluenced by novelty.

Our results complement the notion that that trust-building is an
important goal of a recommender in the early stage of its relation-
ship with its users [14]. They are also consistent with previous re-
sults finding that novelty is not necessarily positively correlated with
user satisfaction or adoption of recommendations [2].

5.2 Diversity
We have also demonstrated that the diversity of recommenda-

tions has a positive influence on user choice of systems for general-
purpose movie recommendation. Diversity is often framed as being
in tension with accuracy, so that accuracy must be sacrificed in order
to obtain diverse recommendation lists [27, 25, 26], and many di-
versification techniques do result in reduced accuracy by traditional
objective measures. The strong correlation of perceived accuracy
and satisfaction in our results provide evidence that there may not

be such a tradeoff when considering user perception instead of tra-
ditional accuracy metrics.

The influence of novelty and diversity on satisfaction even after
controlling for predictive accuracy provides direct, quantitative evi-
dence for subjective but observable characteristics of recommenda-
tion lists affect user satisfaction and choice. Further, accuracy alone
does not all aspects of satisfaction.

5.3 Algorithm Performance
When it comes to comparing the particular algorithms that we

tested, item-item and SVD performed very similar, with users pre-
ferring them in roughly equal measure. We do not yet have insight
into whether there are identifiable circumstances in which one is
preferable over the other. It may be that one works better for some
users than others; it may also be that their performance is roughly
equivalent, and one does not work significantly better. The differ-
ence in the diversity of SVD and item-item, however, provides evi-
dence for some kind of interesting difference between them.

User-user is the clear loser in our tests. Its prective accuracy
was comparable to that of the other algorithms, but it had a signifi-
cant propensity for novel recommendations that hurt both users’ ex-
pressed satisfaction with its output and their interest in using it in the
future. The lack of a significant independent effect of user-user con-
dition on satisfaction or selection suggests that the increased novelty
is the primary cause of user-user’s poor subjective performance.

Finally, all three algorithms had similar predictive accuracy, but
users still had strong preferences between some pairings. However,
users selected item-item and SVD in almost equal numbers even
though SVD had slightly higher predictive accuracy. This provides
additional evidence that, at least beyond a certain point, offline met-
rics fail to capture much of what will impact the user’s experience
with a recommender system.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have reported the results of a user study to compare the out-

put of three common collaborative filtering algorithms and identify
subjective, user-perceptible differences between them. This work
directly advances our understanding of the role of diversity and nov-
elty in how users evaluate recommender systems for potential use.
We hope that the collected data will also be useful for developing
and refining additional measures of recommender behavior, allow-
ing for high-throughput offline evaluation to more accurately esti-
mate the user experience with recommendations.

In the future, we plan at least two direct extensions of this work.
First, we will examine users’ long-term use of the algorithm switch-
ing feature we are developing for MovieLens; in particular, we want
to see if users’ expressed preference in our study corresponds to
their long-term stable choice of algorithm. Second, we want to see
if there are aspects of a user’s profile beyond their experience level
that predict their algorithm preference. Even though user-user did
poorly overall, about 25% of users preferred it: who are these users,
and why does it work for them?

We also want to explore additional objective measures that may
predict the subjective characteristics we describe here.

Our results are currently limited to a single domain and task, al-
though they are consistent with results elsewhere [24]. They are
also limited to single configurations of each of the tested algorithms;
alternative tunings may result in very different performance. The
structural model and mediating factors we have described, however,
provide a valuable starting point for understanding exactly how our
results do or do not generalize. Further experiments in other do-
mains can examine the subjective characteristics we have studied to
see whether their relationships hold across recommendation tasks.



Understanding how users perceive and interact with recommenders
is critical to building better tools for meeting users’ information
needs. This work provides new insights into the factors at work
in the usefulness of movie recommendations. We look forward to
much more work, from ourselves and others, to build out a more
systematic understanding of how to produce effective, useful, and
even delightful recommendations in a broad range of applications.
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